A new method is proposed for modeling realistic heart activation using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) scans based on biological properties of its tissues in addition to the working methodology of the DTI scanner. Modeling of the excitation propagation inside the heart is initiated by applying activation at only one pacing site at the root of the conduction network. The excitation propagation has been accomplished based on a proposed conduction system that is extracted from DTI heart scans and a modified version of monodomain reaction diffusion equation (RDE) that considers the heart inhomogeneous-anisotropic material. The Aliev-Panfilov method was used to model the reaction part of the equation and inhomogeneous-anisotropic diffusion to model the diffusion part in the equation. Variation in conduction speeds between the myocardium and the conduction system has been also taken into consideration. Employing the proposed conduction system and the modified RDE on the heart model shows (somewhat) realistic heart activation where the produced ventricular excitation propagation isochrones are similar to real measurements.
Introduction
The heart is the control unit of the circularity system, responsible for circulating blood throughout the body. Inefficient blood flow through the circularity system can cause inefficiency, damage, or malfunction of any of the body organs, including the heart itself [1] . Among different diseases, heart diseases are considered to be one of the major causes of death all over the world [1] . Cardiac arrhythmias are the most dangerous category of heart diseases and can lead to death within minutes if left untreated. Cardiac arrhythmias are any group of conditions that cause the electrical activity of the heart to be more irregular than normal [1, 2] . Arrhythmia drugs are not always the best choice for managing patients, as sudden cardiac death may occur even with the correct dosage of the medicine [1] .
The heart is located in the middle of the thorax and it is connected to the great vessels of the circularity system [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . It consists of four compartments (chambers): the right atrium (RA), the left atrium (LA), the right ventricle (RV), and the left ventricle (LV). The outer wall of the heart is called the epicardium and the inner wall of the heart is called the endocardium. The muscle of the heart is called the myocardium. Each of the heart's chambers is connected to some of the circularity system vessels and the blood flow from atriums to ventricles is regulated by intermediate valves. The heart contains a special conduction system that is responsible * Correspondence: ihab el aff@hotmail.com for triggering its activity. The conduction system is started by special type of cell located on the wall of the RA that is called the sinoatrial (SA) node or the sinus node. The SA node is connected to special electrical conduction system that is responsible for activating the RA and the LA. The conduction system is extended to another node between atriums and ventricles (near the RA) called the atrioventricle (AV) node. The AV node is connected to the His bundle (common bundle) which is located in the interventricular septum (IV septum). The His bundle has two branches, a left branch to the LV and a right branch to the RV. These branches spread and form a network that covers ventricle walls [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This work is focused on activation of ventricles of the heart, as they represent the most powerful part of the heart since they occupy most of the heart's mass and are responsible for pumping blood towards organs, and inefficiency in their operation will be reflected in whole body organs as well as the heart itself. It is necessary to design a model that is capable of visualizing the electrical activities of the heart in 3D. Generating such visualizations can help cardiologists identify if the electrical propagation flows in an appropriate manner or not, and according to that they can propose suitable treatments.
Materials and methods

Data acquisition
The dataset used in this research is from a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) scan of a male subject with no cardiac disease history and was downloaded from the Johns Hopkins University website. Data were stored in 3D matrices as a MATLAB file of size 256 × 256 × 134 sample points (corresponding to 0.4297 × 0.4297 × 1.0 mm), where each vortex in the matrix consists of three eigenvectors of diffusion, which represent the local fiber direction and cross-fiber directions, as well as three eigenvalues of diffusion in the direction of each eigenvector.
Heart tissue decomposition
Heart tissue can be classified into 2 main types: myocardium and conduction system. To simulate heart electrical activation, both structures must be identified, especially the conduction system, as it initiates the activation. The most common reference models used to identify the ventricular conduction system of the heart are those described by Tawara [7] , Massing et al. [8] , and Durrer et al. [9] . Modeling of the ventricular conduction systems involves either assigning the early activation sites according to the measurements of Durrer et al. [10] [11] [12] [13] or building a network according to the heart anatomical structure and activation isochrones [14] [15] [16] [17] . The conduction system of the ventricles varies considerably from heart to heart [8] , which makes identifying the correct structure of the conduction system model subject to trial and error, as a small variation in conduction sites will produce a large variation in activation results. Other groups of models do not model any conduction system, as they use experimental pacing sites in their models [18] [19] [20] .
By taking a close look at the conduction system, it would be possible to separate the real conduction system from DTI scans [21] . The conduction system contains a large number of modified cardiac cells, which are called Purkinje cells [22] , and it also contains normal cardiac cells in its tracts [23, 24] . Purkinje cells are different than these normal cardiac cells in several aspects, but the most important properties are that they have a smaller number of myofilaments and more glycogen than myocardium cells [22, 23] , which means Purkinje cells contain more water content than myocardium. Purkinje cells are connected to each other through highly developed interlaced disks, which are adapted for high conductivity of electrical current [23] .
An MRI scanner is capable of showing low intensity areas for zones that contain low amounts of water and vice versa [25] [26] [27] [28] , which make the intensity level directly proportional to the amount of water in the sample. Based on this fact, Purkinje tissues should appear with higher intensity than myocardium tissues. The DTI modality will provide the full information about the samples in 3D, while scalar indexes of the DTI will provide rotational invariant quantities that can be used to differentiate between different tissues. Among different scalar indexes, the diffusion volume (DV) quantity [21] is used to differentiate between different heart tissues because it can produce a high contrast mapping of different tissues. Low-intensity zones represent fatty tissue, medium-intensity zones represent myocardium tissue, and high-intensity zones represent Purkinje tissue ( Figure 1 ). The produced DV map can be segmented with any clustering algorithm [29] , such as K-means, and extra details are removed manually ( Figure 2 ). 
Modeling of the heart bioelectricity by reaction diffusion equation (RDE)
Modeling the bioelectricity of biological tissues has been introduced in many studies and verified to give acceptable results when compared with physical measurements. From physical measurements, Geselowitz [30] found that the following quasistatic conditions are applicable for biological tissues:
1. The biological tissues respond linearly to the electrical quantities.
2. The capacitance components of the body tissues can be neglected as the frequency of the electrical signal is low.
3. The signal rise time is very small (microseconds), which makes the time derivatives negligible.
4. The electromagnetic wave effect can be neglected.
Bioelectricity has its origins in the potential differences present between the intercellular space and the extracellular space for each cell, and so is called the bidomain. These potential differences produce current sources that generate electric potentials on the body surface (such as electrocardiograph) and magnetic fields outside the body (such as magnetocardiograph) [31] .
The excitation propagation of bioelectricity inside excitable tissues like the heart and brain can be described by the bidomain RDE or the monodomain RDE. Modeling of the monodomain equation for excitation propagation has been introduced in different studies. However, using bidomain models requires more parameters and more computation time compared to monodomain models and differences between their results were extremely small [32] . The monodomain RDE, where all equation parameters will be in terms of the intercellular domain, would be as follows:
where V m is the transmembrance potential,C m is the membrane capacitance, A m is the surface-to-volume ratio of the membrane, k is the ratio between the extracellular and the intercellular conductivities, σ i is the intercellular conductivity tensor, I ions are ionic currents that cross the cell membrane during the reaction, and I app is an external applied current that stimulates the cell membrane. Eq. (1) contains the diffusion term . As eigenvectors of diffusion are orthogonal and traverse conductivities are almost equal, the conductivity tensor σ i is symmetric and positive definite, and it can be written as
where e represents the first eigenvector of the diffusion tensor, and σ il and σ it represent the intercellular conductivities in longitudinal and traverse directions, respectively, and I is the identity matrix, which yields
where D is the normalized effective conductivity tensor of the heart material. By substitution with appropriate values for C m , A m , k , σ it , and σ il , and normalizing V m and t , the normalized form of monodomain RDE can be written as ∂u ∂t
where u and t represent the normalized transmembrance potential and the normalized time, respectively, f is the function that represents the reaction term due to ion exchange, and finally g represents the external applied input.
Electrical excitation methods of heart tissue
Modeling of the heart's electrical excitation (reaction part of the monodomain RDE) is presented on either the cellular scale [14, 18, 19] or for the whole tissue [10, 11, 15, 33, 34] . Some qualitative models have also been developed [20, 35] [40] , and represents the excitation part of the monodomain RDE with two variables representing the depolarization and the repolarization of the cell membrane. Some analysis that measures the stability of excitable tissues in 2D using FHN and single or multiple noise sources is also presented [41, 42] . The FHN model is simplified and presented in different forms [43, 44] but was updated by Aliev and Panfilov [45, 46] , where they modified the normalized form of the FHN model to include the effect of action potential duration. The Aliev-Panfilov model contains two variables as in the following equations: the fast variable u that represents the fast action of cell depolarization and the slow variable v that represents the slow action of cell repolarization.
where for the heart tissues, k = 8, a = 0.15, ε 0 = 0.002, µ 1 = 0.2, and µ 2 = 0.3.
Finite element modeling of monodomain RDE
Substituting in Eq. (4) with Eqs. (5) and (6) and discretizing it using Taylor expansion series yields
where dt is the unit time step and X t+1 and X t represent the next and the current values of the variable, respectively. The initial values of u and v are taken to be equal to zero, such that 0 ≤ u ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ v ≤ 1. The diffusion term can be written as 
RDE is bounded by some conditions, where for each point x :
x ∈ B, where B is the heart's tissue domain (11)
u (x, 0) = u 0 , u 0 is the initial value of the normalized transmembrance potential. (13) v (x, 0) = v 0 , v 0 is the initial value of the slow variable of the repolarization.
n∇u = 0 on ∂B (15)
Modified version of monodomain RDE
The diffusion part of the monodomain RDE is usually used for myocardium tissues only, which makes it work with homogeneous-anisotropic material. However, by including Purkinje tissues beside myocardium tissues, the material becomes inhomogeneous-anisotropic, which requires slight modifications in the D term. It was reported that the longitudinal and the traverse conductivities of myocardium take the values σ il =34.4 mS/mm, and σ it =5.96 mS/mm [47] ; however for Purkinje fibers σ il = 95 mS/mm and σ it = 12.15 mS/mm [48] . To maintain normalization of the RDE equation, it is necessary to normalize the conductivity tensor of whole heart tissues referring to Purkinje fibers longitudinal conductivity instead of myocardium; then Eq. (3) becomes
where σ il P urk is the longitudinal conductance of the Purkinje fibers.
According to physical measurements, the speed of action potential propagation in myocardium fibers ranges from 0.3 to 0.5 m/s, while it ranges from 2.5 to 4 m/s in Purkinje fibers [49] . This means the Purkinje fibers conduct action potential almost 8 times faster than the myocardium fiber. To achieve this, dt in Eq. (9) should be changed to dt ′ , where
Then, finally, Eq. (8) can be written as
Unlike other studies, with the proposed model of the conduction system and the modified RDE equation (Eq.
(18)), it is possible to model realistic heart activation very easily without worrying about synchronization of activation or the correct locations of activation sites, which are assigned manually as in previous studies. It is only required to assign the value of the external applied input term dt[g(I app )] of Eq. (18) to 1 in regions of the AV node and zero elsewhere, and activation of the heart will be generated automatically in both conduction system and myocardium.
Results
The implementation of the solution was accomplished using the C/C ++ programming language and MATLAB.
The OpenGL library was used to visualize the excitation propagation of the heart. It took about 180 h (i5 processor, 3.2 GHz, 8 GB RAM) for generating the propagation isochrones. The excitation propagation of normal activation was implemented according to the modified RDE and the conduction system, which has been extracted using the DV method as shown in Figure 3 , where the top-left slice is close to the base of the ventricles, and the bottom-right slice is close to the heart's apex as well as some intermediate slices. The dark red region in the third slice at the top row is close to the AV node where the excitation has been initialized. Zones of the conduction system far away from the start activation zone have less red intensity, as some time is required until the activation reaches them; however, they were excited much faster than myocardium (which is the real case). 
Discussion and conclusion
Modeling the excitation propagation inside the heart has been accomplished based on a conduction system that is extracted from DV maps and a modified version of RDE. The Aliev-Panfilov method is used to model the reaction part of the equation and inhomogeneous-anisotropic diffusion is used to model the diffusion part of the equation. The time step of Purkinje tissues has been modified to become 8 times the myocardium time step to achieve real measurements. For testing the time step variation effect, two 3D experimental samples of tissues (10 × 10 × 100 vortexes) have been used (Figure 4) . One is totally myocardium and the other is myocardium with a Purkinje fiber core, and both have horizontal fiber direction. After running the modified RDE on both samples with the same pacing site and the same number of time steps, excitation propagates 8 times faster in Purkinje tissue than in myocardium tissue. Employing the proposed conduction system and the modified RDE on the heart model shows (somewhat) realistic heart activation ( Figure 5 ). The produced ventricular excitation propagation isochrones are similar to the measurements reported by Durrer et al. [9] . The remarkable nature of this propagation is that the activation starts in the endocardium wall and propagates towards the epicardium wall through the myocardium. The anterior parts of the free walls are activated later than the posterior ones. The RV completes its depolarization later than the LV. However, these isochrones may not be identical, as the conduction systems of different human hearts do not have identical structures [8] . using the proposed conduction system and the modified RDE.
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